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DEAUVILLE [R-H] - 07 August 
 

Race 1 - PRIX DE MARTINVAST - COPA PABLO PIACENZA -  2000m CL1. Purse EUR €35,000. 

1. DOLAYLI - Two form two including an impressive Longchamp success over this distance. Rates highly for 

notable connections. 

2. PETIT MARIN - Promising start with two wins including ahead of subsequent winners art Krefeld (Ger). 

Consider. 

3. INTUITU - Fifth in the Listed Derby du Languedoc over 2400m at Toulouse. Player eased in distance at this 

lower level. 

4. MONEYMAN - Consistent type but vulnerable to improvers. Among the place options. 

5. DADDY'S BLACK GIRL - Got off the mark on fifth outing in a 2000m Chantilly maiden. Needs to find more 

at this higher standard. 

6. ONDULEE - Good second behind an impressive filly prior to a long break. Talented. 

7. DANNSA FLORA - 1L winner ahead of a subsequent scorer in a newcomers event at Saint-Cloud. Could 

surprise. 

Summary: DOLAYLI (1) is expected to remain unbeaten after a pair of impressive victories including at 
Longchamp over this trip. Key contender for notable connections. DANNSA FLORA (7) could be the main 
danger after a smooth debut success ahead of a subsequent winner at Saint-Cloud. INTUITU (3) is likely to 
appreciate the drop in class and trip. Consider. ONDULEE (6) demands respect if sharp on return with good 
form in the book. 

Selections 

DOLAYLI (1) - DANNSA FLORA (7) - INTUITU (3) - ONDULEE (6)  
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Race 2 - PRIX DE REUX - COPA JOCKEY CLUB ARGENTINO 140E. ANNIVERSAIRE -  2500m OPEN. 
Purse EUR €80,000. 

1. SKAZINO - Bounced back to something like his best with success in the G2 Prix Vicomtesse Vigier over 

3100m. Obvious chance but may find one too speedy over this trip. 

2. BOTANIK - Highly progressive type who recorded a second win this term in a Class One conditions event 

over 2400m. Deserves this class rise. 

3. GLYCON - Fine third in the G2 Grand Prix de Chantilly on reappearance. Key challenger on figures with an 

unbeaten track and trip record. 

4. PANJAMAN - Completed a double in a strong Saint-Cloud handicap over 2400m last month. Likely to find 

a few too good at this lofty standard. 

5. IRESINE - Back-to-back wins including by 4.5L in the Listed Grand Prix de Lyon. Huge claims. 

6. MR DE POURCEAUGNAC - Just missed the places when fourth in the G3 La Coupe in June. Not out of 

this on figures. 

Summary: GLYCON (3) looks to have been primed for this after a fine third reappearing in the G2 Grand Prix 
de Chantilly. Expected to deliver a winning challenge. IRESINE (5) scored at this level last term before hitting 
top stride this campaign with back-to-back victories. Huge chance. SKAZINO (1) is likely to be staying on 
strongly at the finish with confidence restored after success in the G2 Prix Vicomtesse Vigier. Obvious appeal. 
MR DE POURCEAUGNAC (6) is not to be underestimated on figures. Place. 

Selections 

GLYCON (3) - IRESINE (5) - SKAZINO (1) - MR DE POURCEAUGNAC (6) 
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Race 3 - GRAND HANDICAP DE DEAUVILLE -  1600m HCP CL1. Purse EUR €100,000. 

1. CHARLESQUINT - Good third in Listed company before a short break. Cheekpieces on but wide draw a 

concern. 

2. CELESTIN - 3kg rise for winning an easier Longchamp handicap over this trip. May find a few too good but 

eye-catching jockey booked. 

3. PARCHEMIN - Listed sixth at Compiegne 43 days ago. Not entirely ruled out on handicap bow. 

4. SKY POWER - Talented type but may be high in the handicap on turf with stronger AW form. 

5. NATIONAL SERVICE - Dual winner at this journey prior to a fine third on reappearance at Chantilly. Wide 

draw to overcome. 

6. HOOKING - Strong late run to win an easier Chantilly 2100m handicap last month. Others preferred from 

a career high weight. 

7. TORNADIC - Hugely-progressive type who completed a hat-trick of handicap successes at Saint-Cloud. 

Raised 4.5kg but in the form of his life. 

8. DANTES - Outstanding record at this journey but finds a tough assignment after a long break. 

9. NOW WE KNOW - Down 0.5kg after a held ninth in this company second up. Minor place chance. 

10. KING GOLD - Excellent second in the G3 Grosser Preis Von Lotto Hamburg over 1200m at Hamburg 

(Ger) One to note with a good jockey booking. 

11. PRINCIPE - Ran better than his eighth suggesting at Longchamp last month. Among the chances form a 

kind draw. 

12. MARRAKECH MOON - Dual winner in easier handicaps this campaign. Looks tested at this higher level. 

13. DAR TOUNGI - Handicap debut after back-to-back thirds in strong conditions events. Player with an 

outstanding record at this trip.  

14. VENTS CONTRAIRES - Ran on well for fourth at Longchamp over this journey last month. Among the 

place chances. 

15. KILOECHO - 4.5kg higher than when last successful but is unbeaten in two course visits. Not ruled out. 

16. ROCK JOYEUX - Built on solid form with a deserved conditions victory at Aix-les-Bains in first-time 

cheekpieces. Consider. 

Summary: A fiercely-competitive handicap with numerous chances including PRINCIPE (11) who fared better 
than a recent eighth suggested in similar company. Notable chance from a good draw. KING GOLD (10) rates 
highly stepping into a handicap after stronger form this term. DAR TOUNGI (13) must be included with top 
form at this journey while TORNADIC (7) id hard to fault after completing a hat-trick at Saint-Cloud. NATIONAL 
SERVICE (5) holds place appeal. 

Selections 

PRINCIPE (11) - KING GOLD (10) - DAR TOUNGI (13) - TORNADIC (7) - NATIONAL SERVICE (5) 
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Race 4 - ARC PRIX MAURICE DE GHEEST -  1300m OPEN. Purse EUR €380,000. 

1. AMILCAR - Good reappearance win in the G3 Prix de La Porte Maillot at Longchamp over 1400m. Among 

the each-way players. 

2. ROHAAN - 1.75L fourth in the G3  Hackwood Stakes at Newbury (UK) third up. Talented sprinter who 

cannot be overlooked. 

3. NAVAL CROWN - Group One winner who ran an excellent second in the G1 July Cup Stakes at Newmarket 

(UK) over 1207m. Top pick. 

4. GARRUS - Bounced back to winning form with a strong success in the G3 Prix de Ris-Orangis over 1200m 

at this track. Key player. 

5. MINZAAL - Three-time winner including in the G3 Hackwood Stakes at Newbury (UK) last month. Worth a 

shot at this. 

6. NAMOS - Improved third in the G3 Prix de La Porte Maillot at Longchamp second up. May find a few too 

strong. 

7. ARTORIUS - Hold up performer who delivered back-to-back thirds in Group One company. Major appeal 

raised in distance. 

8. HIGHFIELD PRINCESS - 1.5L behind Naval Crown in the G1 Platinum Jubilee Stakes at Ascot in June. 

Not to be underestimated. 

9. PERFECT POWER - Disappointing seventh in the G1 July Cup Stakes over 1207m at Newmarket (UK). 

Top claims if rediscovering form over this preferred journey. 

10. HARRY THREE - Progressive type after completing a hat-trick of wins including over 1200m at this venue. 

Top-three prospects at attractive odds. 

11. KING HERMES - Downfield in the G1 July Cup Stakes at Newmarket (UK). Unlikely to be delivered on 

time. 

12. KINGENTLEMAN - Group Three success at Chantilly over 1200m in May. Others more persuasive after 

a break. 

13. ACCAKABA - Talented individual who ran fourth in the G1 Prix Jean Prat last month. Not entirely out of 

a place. 

14. MIRAMAR - Fair fifth in the G1 Commonwealth Cup at Ascot in June. Not ruled out tackling a longer 

journey. 

Summary: The home runners are up against it in this quality Group One prize for sprinters. NAVAL CROWN 
(3) sets a high standard after back-to-back placings at the top level including success in the G1 Platinum 
Jubilee Stakes on penultimate outing. Tough to beat. ARTORIUS (7) is expected to be delivered with a good 
late challenge after a fine third in the G1 July Cup. Huge chance with blinkers enlisted. PERFECT POWER 
(9) could bounce back to best raised to this suitable distance and is a course winner while GARRUS (4) also 
won here latest. Not entirely ruled out despite the rise in class. 

Selections 

NAVAL CROWN (3) - ARTORIUS (7) - PERFECT POWER (9) - GARRUS (4) 
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Race 5 - PRIX DU CERCLE - COPA IGNACIO CORREAS -  1000m OPEN. Purse EUR €52,000. 

1. BERNEUIL - Gained a deserved success in the Listed Prix Hampton at Chantilly. Well placed to go close 

over this preferred trip. 

2. LIVE - Behind a couple of these rivals in the Listed Prix Hampton in June. More required. 

3. COEUR DE PIERRE - Flopped in a Group Three event at Chantilly over 1200m before a lengthy absence. 

Worth a market check on earlier promise. 

4. AIR DE VALSE - Excellent runner-up in the G2 Prix du Gros-Chene in June. Among the chances. 

5. FLYING CANDY - Progressive type who scored reappearing in a conditions event at La Teste. Place 

chance. 

6. SNOW EMPRESS - Five straight handicap placings over sprint distances. Deserves this rise in grade 

following a 1.5L success over 1100m at La Teste. 

7. TENAYA CANYON - Held eighth in the G3 Summer Stakes at York over 1207m. Something to find on 

figures. 

8. SUESA - Regained some of her old spark with back-to-back placings including at this standard. Firmly in 

the mix on best efforts. 

9. LOVELY MANA - Held sixth in an Ascot handicap over 1006m last month. Would be a surprise winner. 

Summary: BERNEUIL (1) could build on a deserved victory in the Listed Prix Hampton at Chantilly. Top claims 
if able to repeat the feat. SUESA (8) is a talented filly who regained some old spark with back-to-back frame 
visits in similar company. Huge chance is at best. SNOW EMPRESS (6) is progressing nicely. Well positioned 
to deliver a top-three effort up in class while AIR DE VALSE (4) is among the each-way options. 

Selections 

BERNEUIL (1) - SUESA (8) - SNOW EMPRESS (6) - AIR DE VALSE (4) 


